Videoshare: User Roles

This document describes the two roles available in Videoshare. Videoshare is an application that stores video recordings, such as those made in a Next Generation Classroom.

Roles:

The two main roles for users in Videoshare are Authors (Teachers) and Viewers (Students). The following sections describe the roles and their privileges.

1. Authors (Teachers)

Authors have courses and associated course groups, which they can use to share videos of their lectures in Videoshare.

What authors can do:

a. Upload, record, and edit videos.
b. Submit videos for publication.
c. Create live events.*
d. Browse and view videos.
e. Comment on, rate, and tag videos.

2. Viewers (Students):

Viewers can log in and view the videos on Videoshare if they are members of a course group that uses Videoshare.

What viewers can do:

a. Browse and view videos.
b. Comment on, rate, and tag videos.

* Administrator needs to provide “Live Event User” Capabilities to the Authors.